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(54) Seat control device, seat control method, and seat control program

(57) A seat control device comprising: a curve detec-
tion unit (10) detecting a first curve ahead of a vehicle
(V1) and a second curve located ahead of the first curve
in travel direction; a between-curves time prediction unit
(10) predicting a between-curves time (Tr) required to
travel between the first and second curve; a between-
curves time determination unit (10) determining whether
or not the between-curves time (Tr) is less than a prede-
termined time (Tt) including at least an operation neces-
sary time (Ts, Te, 21, 22) for operating the side support
parts (55); and a seat control unit (10) arranges the side
support parts (55) at an action position (H) for the first
curve, wherein the seat control unit (10), if the between-
curves time (Tr) is less than the predetermined time (Tt),
maintains the side support parts (55), at the action posi-
tion (H) between the curves.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a seat control
device, a seat control method, and a seat control pro-
gram.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, a seat adjustment device is be-
ing proposed, which adjusts the position of side support
parts of an automobile seat in a width direction of the
seat. This seat adjustment device, to support an upper
body of an occupant when a vehicle makes a turn or the
like, drives the side support parts to make the upper body
of the occupant abut thereon.
[0003] For example, JP 2008-114751 A discloses a
device that drives the side support parts based on road
shape. This device executes control that: acquires data
relating to curves and straight sections ahead of a navi-
gation system having electric map data with respect to a
travel direction; determines a control start point and a
control volume of the side support parts using a radius
of a curve included in the acquired data, a lateral accel-
eration of the vehicle, and the like; and arranges the side
support parts at a support position.
[0004] In addition, if there is a plurality of curves ahead
of the vehicle with respect to the travel direction, this de-
vice determines the control volume of the side support
parts of when traveling along the curves and the straight
sections according to a distance between the respective
curves. For example, if the distance of a straight section
between curves is equal to or less than 50m, the control
volume of the side support parts of when traveling along
the curves is maintained at the straight section. If the
distance of the straight section is equal to or more than
150m, the control is executed such that the control vol-
ume becomes "0" at the straight section.
[0005] However, the before-mentioned device that
does not consider a travel time at the straight section
may give the occupant a hurried feeling. For example,
even when it is determined to make the control volume
"0" at the straight section between curves, if the travel
speed of the vehicle is high, the travel time at the straight
section becomes short. In that case, between the curves,
an operation to retract the side support parts from the
support position (a termination operation) may be dis-
continued and an operation to move the side support
parts to the support position (a start operation) may be
performed. Or, the control that starts the start operation
immediately after the termination operation has complet-
ed may be executed. Both cases may give the occupant
a hurried feeling. Furthermore, the timing when the side
support parts are arranged at the support position may
not match the timing when the side support should be
arranged.
[0006] In light of the problems described above, it is

an object of the present invention to provide a seat control
device, a seat control method, and a seat control program
that realize to enhance the usability also when traveling
a plurality of curves in sequence.
[0007] This object is achieved by a seat control device
according to claim 1, a seat control method according to
claim 7 and a seat control program according to claim 8.
Further developments of the invention are given in the
dependent claims.
[0008] According to a first aspect, the between-curves
time required to travel between the first curve and the
second curve is predicted, and it is determined whether
or not the between-curves time is less than the predeter-
mined time including the operation necessary time that
the side support parts operate. When the side support
parts are set to the action position for the first curve and
the between-curves time is less than the predetermined
time, the side support parts are maintained at the action
position between the first curve and the second curve.
That is, by maintaining the side support parts at the action
position between curves when the time taken to travel
between the curves is short, it is realized to inhibit the
hurried feeling that is given by the operation of the side
support parts. In addition, it is possible to surely arrange
the side support parts at the action position just when the
side support parts should be arranged at the action po-
sition. Consequently, the usability of the device can be
enhanced.
[0009] According to a second aspect, it is determined
whether or not the between-curves time is less than the
predetermined time including the operation necessary
time and the operation interval time that was previously
set by the occupant. Consequently, as the operation in-
terval time can be set to a time according to the occu-
pant’s preference, it is possible to surely inhibit the hur-
ried feeling that is given by the operation of the side sup-
port parts.
[0010] According to a third aspect, the operation inter-
val time is set according to the gradient information that
corresponds to the between-curves section and it is de-
termined whether or not the between-curves time is less
than the predetermined time including the operation nec-
essary time and the operation interval time. Consequent-
ly, as the operation interval time can be a time according
to the gradient, it is possible to more surely inhibit the
hurried feeling that is given by the operation of the side
support parts.
[0011] According a fourth aspect, the operation inter-
val time is set according to the acceleration/deceleration
predicted in the between-curves section and it is deter-
mined whether or not the between-curves time is less
than the predetermined time including the operation nec-
essary time and the operation interval time. Consequent-
ly, as the operation interval time can be a time according
to the acceleration/deceleration, it is possible to more
surely inhibit the hurried feeling that is given by the op-
eration of the side support parts.
[0012] According a fifth aspect, the lateral acceleration
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of when traveling along a curve is predicted and the start
mark point and the end mark point are determined based
on the lateral acceleration. In addition, the distance be-
tween the start point where the lateral acceleration of the
second curve becomes equal to or more than the first
reference value and the end mark point is calculated and
the between-curves time is calculated based on the dis-
tance and the vehicle speed. Consequently, the be-
tween-curves time can be more correctly calculated;
therefore, the reliability of the device can be improved.
[0013] According to a sixth aspect, the operation nec-
essary time is set by adding the time from the action
position of the side support parts set for the first curve to
the initial position and the time from the initial position to
the action position of the side support parts set for the
second curve. Consequently, it is possible to properly
calculate the operation necessary time according to the
condition even for the seat drive mechanism that chang-
es the action position depending on curves, for example.
[0014] According to a seventh aspect, the between-
curves time required to travel between the first curve and
the second curve is predicted, and it is determined wheth-
er or not the between-curves time is less than the pre-
determined time including the operation necessary time
that the side support parts operate. When the side sup-
port parts are set to the action position for the first curve
and the between-curves time is less than the predeter-
mined time, the side support parts are maintained at the
action position between the first curve and the second
curve. That is, by maintaining the side support parts at
the action position between curves when the time taken
to travel between the curves is short, it is realized to inhibit
the hurried feeling that is given by the operation of the
side support parts. In addition, it is possible to surely ar-
range the side support parts at the action position just
when the side support parts should be arranged at the
action position. Consequently, the usability of the device
can be enhanced.
[0015] According to a eighth aspect, the between-
curves time required to travel between the first curve and
the second curve is predicted, and it is determined wheth-
er or not the between-curves time is less than the pre-
determined time including the operation necessary time
that the side support parts operate. When the side sup-
port parts are set to the action position for the first curve
and the between-curves time is less than the predeter-
mined time, the side support parts are maintained at the
action position between the first curve and the second
curve. That is, by maintaining the side support parts at
the action position between curves when the time taken
to travel between the curves is short, it is realized to inhibit
the hurried feeling that is given by the operation of the
side support parts. In addition, it is possible to surely ar-
range the side support parts at the action position just
when the side support parts should be arranged at the
action position. Consequently, the usability of the device
can be enhanced.
Note that the above aspects can be combined with each

other. Further features and usabilities follow from the de-
scription of an embodiment referring to the drawings, of
which:
[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a seat control sys-
tem.
[0017] FIG. 2 is a schematic view of a seat mounted
with a side support drive mechanism.
[0018] FIG. 3 is a plain view of the seat.
[0019] FIG. 4 is a screen view of a setting screen to
set an operation interval.
[0020] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of side-support adjustment
processing.
[0021] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a control start determi-
nation.
[0022] FIG. 7 is a schematic view showing a relation
among a road shape, a curvature radius, and a lateral
acceleration.
[0023] FIG. 8 is a schematic view of a road having con-
secutive curves.
[0024] FIGS. 9A, 9B and 9C are timing charts showing
(A) a transition of control modes, (B) a change of an op-
eration volume, (C) a change of a lateral acceleration
toward a single curve.
[0025] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a control termination
determination.
[0026] FIGS. 11A, 11B and 11C are timing charts
showing (A) a transition of control modes, (B) a change
of an operation volume, (C) a change of a lateral accel-
eration toward a complex curve.
[0027] The present invention is described in further de-
tail below with reference to an embodiment in conjunction
with FIGS. 1 to 11. FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a seat
control system 1 that adjusts side support parts of a seat.
In the seat control system 1, a navigation device 2 and
a seat drive device 30 as a seat control device work in a
coordinated manner to adjust the side support parts of
the seat.
[0028] The navigation device 2 includes a navigation
unit 10 structured with a CPU 11, a RAM 12, a ROM 13,
and an interface (I/F) 14. The navigation unit 10 stores
a seat control program and corresponds to a curve de-
tection unit, a between-curves time prediction unit, a be-
tween-curves time determination unit, a seat control unit,
an operation interval time acquisition unit, a gradient in-
formation acquisition unit, an acceleration/deceleration
acquisition unit, an action position acquisition unit, an
operation necessary time calculation unit, a mark point
setting unit, a control unit, and a seat control device.
[0029] The navigation unit 10 calculates a vehicle po-
sition based on a position detection sensor 5 installed in
a vehicle. According to the present embodiment, the po-
sition detection sensor 5 includes a GPS receiving part
6, a vehicle speed sensor 7, and a gyro sensor 8. The
navigation unit 10 detects an absolute position of a lati-
tude, a longitude, and the like by radio navigation based
on the GPS receiving part 6. In addition, the navigation
unit 10 calculates a relative position from a reference
position by autonomous navigation based on the vehicle
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speed sensor 7 and the gyro sensor 8. And, the vehicle
position is determined by combining the absolute position
represented by the latitude and the longitude with the
relative position.
[0030] In addition, the navigation device 2 includes a
geography information storage part 15 configured by a
hard disk or the like. The geography information storage
part 15 stores road network data 16 having road infor-
mation and map drawing data 17.
[0031] The road network data 16 is data including an
identifier and a coordinate of a node and an identifier and
a coordinate of a link. The node is a data element set to
a terminal of an intersection or a road. The link is a data
element set between respective nodes. In addition, the
road network data 16 is associated with each link and
includes a link cost set according to a link length, the
number of lanes, and the like. The navigation unit 10
multiplies link costs corresponding to links from a current
position to a destination by predetermined factors and
totalizes these link costs to search for various kinds of
recommended routes, for example, a route having a
smallest total value. Further, the road network data 16
includes the number of lanes of each road, traffic classi-
fication of each lane, and the like.
[0032] The map drawing data 17, which is data for dis-
playing a map screen on a display D connected to the
navigation device 2, includes road shape data for drawing
curve shape of roads and background data for drawing
areas other than roads. The road shape data includes
coordinates of shape interpolating points for indicating
the curve shape of the roads. The shape interpolating
points are set to between nodes according to the road
shape. The navigation unit 10, in addition to the radio
navigation and the autonomous navigation, performs
map matching to compare a travel path of the vehicle
with the road shape data and matches the vehicle posi-
tion onto a road. If the travel path and the road shape
data are largely deviated, the vehicle position is correct-
ed.
[0033] In addition, the navigation unit 10 is connected
with a seat ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 31 installed in
the vehicle, and transmits and receives data for control-
ling the seat with the seat ECU 31. A seat drive device
30 that drives the side support parts of the seat is struc-
tured with the seat ECU 31 and a side support drive mech-
anism 32.
[0034] The side support drive mechanism 32 is mount-
ed inside a seat 50 of the vehicle as shown in FIG. 2.
The seat 50 mounted with the side support drive mech-
anism 32 includes side support parts 55 at both sides in
a width direction of a seat back 51. The side support parts
55 support an upper body of an occupant from both sides.
The side support parts 55 are formed as a whole in a
forward-projected shape as shown in FIG. 3, and a seat
surface side thereof is formed in a curved shape so as
to continue into a center part 50B that supports the back-
side of the occupant. In addition, the seat 50 mounted
with the side support drive mechanism 32 may be a driver

seat, a front passenger seat, or a rear passenger seat,
and not limited to a specific seat.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 2, the side support drive mech-
anism 32 includes an actuator 36 including a motor, a
pair of side frames 33, a U-shaped frame 34, and a trans-
mitting cable 35. The actuator 36 is connected to the
transmitting cable 35 via a revolving mechanism (not
shown) having a screw or the like. The revolving mech-
anism is connected to a side frame 33. In addition, the
respective side frames 33 are connected to the frame 34
at the upper ends. The rotation of the screw driven by
the actuator 36 is transmitted to the other side frame 33
via the transmitting cable 35. When the actuator 36 drives
in a predetermined rotating direction, rotating force is
converted by the revolving mechanism, and the side
frames 33 revolve on a connecting part that connects to
the frame 34 in a rough curving course toward an inner
side of the side support drive mechanism 32. In addition,
when the actuator 36 drives in a direction opposite to the
above rotating direction, the side frames 33 revolve in a
rough curving course from the inner side to an outer side.
[0036] In addition, the respective side frames 33 are
installed at positions corresponding to the respective side
support parts 55 of the seat 50. As described above,
when the side frames 33 revolve toward the inner side,
the side support parts 55 move from an open position I
shown in solid line to a hold position H (an action position)
shown in chain line in FIG. 3 (a start operation). In addi-
tion, when the side frames 33 revolve toward the outer
side, the side support parts 55 move from the hold posi-
tion H to the open position I (a termination operation).
When the upper body of the occupant has inclined at a
turn of the vehicle, the side support parts 55 at the open
position I are capable of preventing the body from inclin-
ing more. On the other hand, the respective side support
parts 55 at the hold position H are close each other facing
a center line 56 of the seat 50, and the distance between
inner surfaces 55A is shortened. For this reason, the side
support parts 55 fit with the upper body of the occupant,
enabling to firmly support the body of the occupant from
both sides. Consequently, the side support parts 55 ar-
ranged at the hold position H can inhibit the occupant’s
movement in a lateral direction.
[0037] The navigation unit 10 determines a position
where the side support parts 55 should be arranged
based on the road shape; if there is for example a sharp
curve with a small curvature ahead of the vehicle, moves
the side support parts 55 to the hold position with a high
support force; if there is no curve, moves the side support
parts 55 to the open position. When adjusting the position
of the side support parts 55 in this manner, the navigation
unit 10 outputs to the seat ECU 31 a flag representing
an ON status or an OFF status of each mode such as a
stand-by mode, a hold mode, an operation mode.
[0038] The stand-by mode is a control mode for ar-
ranging the side support parts 55 at the open position I,
for example, when traveling straight. The operation mode
is a control mode for arranging the side support parts 55
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at the hold position, for example, when traveling along a
sharp curve. The hold mode, which is positioned between
the stand-by mode and the operation mode, is a control
mode for keeping the position corresponding to a mode
set just before the hold mode, waiting for a timing to transit
to the stand-by mode or the operation mode, and trans-
iting immediately to a desired mode at such timing. For
example, in the case of a transition from the stand-by
mode to the operation mode, the mode transits in a
phased manner such as the stand-by mode to the oper-
ation mode via the hold mode. In the case of a transition
from the operation mode to the stand-by mode, the mode
transits such as from the operation mode to the stand-
by mode via the hold mode.
[0039] In addition, as shown in FIG. 1, a side support
information storage part 19 stores an operation interval
time 20, a start operation time 21 and a termination op-
eration time 22 as an operation necessary time. The op-
eration interval time 20 is data, in which an interval be-
tween a termination operation and a start operation of
the side support parts 55 is set, and can be set by the
occupant.
[0040] For example, as shown in FIG. 4, the occupant
sets an operation interval in a setting screen 9 displayed
on the display D. In the setting screen 9, it is possible to
set the operation interval time of the side support parts
55 long, normal or short depending on the occupant’s
preference. For example, the occupant that feels discom-
fort about the operation of the side support parts 55 sets
the operation interval time long. The occupant that does
not feel discomfort about the operation of the side support
parts 55 sets the operation interval time short. When set-
ting the operation interval time long, the occupant selects
an operation part 9A as "long" in the setting screen 9.
When setting the operation interval time short, the occu-
pant selects an operation part 9C as "short" in the setting
screen 9. On the other hand, when setting the operation
interval time medium, the occupant selects an operation
part 9B as "normal".
[0041] The respective modes of the operation parts 9A
to 9C as "long", "normal", and "short" are associated with
the operation interval times that provide intervals be-
tween the respective operations. If "long" has been se-
lected in the setting screen 9, the operation interval time
20 is set as " 3 seconds" for example. If the operation
part 9C as "short" has been selected, the operation in-
terval time 20 is set as " 1 second" for example. If the
operation part 9B as "normal" has been selected, the
operation interval time 20 is set as " 2 seconds" for ex-
ample.
[0042] In addition, the start operation time 21 and the
termination operation time 22 stored in the side support
information storage part 19 represent times required for
the above start operation and termination operation of
the side support parts 55 respectively. That is, the start
operation time 21 represents the time to complete the
start operation that the side frames 33 move from the
open position to the hold position after driving the actuator

36. The termination operation time 22 represents the time
to complete the termination operation that the side
frames 33 move from the hold position to the open posi-
tion after driving the actuator when the side frames 33
are at the hold position.
[0043] When there is a plurality of curves such as a
first curve, a second curve and the like ahead of the ve-
hicle, the operation interval time 20, the start operation
time 21, and the termination operation time 22 are utilized
for setting the position of the side support parts 55 be-
tween the curves.
[0044] When there are successive curves at short in-
tervals such as a S-shaped curve or a speed of traveling
between curves is high, after getting out of the first curve,
if, immediately after the termination operation to move
the side support parts 55 from the hold position to the
open position has been performed, the start operation to
move from the open position to the hold position for the
next curve is performed, the operation becomes compli-
cated and the operation of the side support parts 55 may
give the occupant a hurried feeling. Or, between succes-
sive curves at short intervals, if the termination operation
and the start operation for the next curve are performed,
the termination operation may be discontinued and the
start operation may be performed, or the start operation
may start behind the target timing. If the termination op-
eration is discontinued and the start operation is per-
formed, not only the occupant may feel discomfort but
also the side support parts 55 may not be arranged at
the hold position at an appropriate timing. In addition, if
the start operation starts behind the target timing, the
timing to arrange the side support parts 55 at the hold
position is delayed. Consequently, it may not be possible
to support the occupant at an appropriate timing.
[0045] Here, it can be supposed to maintain the side
frames 33 in the hold mode when the distance between
curves is equal to or less than a predetermined distance.
However, a travel time between curves depends on the
vehicle speed. Therefore, if the vehicle speed is high, the
operation may give the occupant a hurried feeling or the
timing to arrange the side support parts 55 at the hold
position may be delayed.
[0046] Consequently, in the present embodiment, a re-
quired time Tr as a between-curves time, which is a time
taken to travel between curves, is predicted, and it is
determined whether or not the required time Tr is less
than a total time of a time required to move the side sup-
port parts 55 and a time indicated by the operation interval
time 20 (an operation interval time Tk). The time required
to operate the side support parts 55 is a total time of a
start operation time Ts and a termination operation time
Te. As described before, in the present embodiment, the
times Ts and Te are basically constant; however, these
may be changed according to a supply voltage of the
side support drive mechanism 32 and a movement speed
of the side support parts 55.
[0047] If the required time Tr is equal to or more than
a total time Tt, it can be predicted that a time that the
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start operation time Ts and the termination operation time
Te complete and the operation interval time Tk not to
give the occupant a hurried feeling are secured when
traveling between curves. That is, it is considered that
the possibility to give the occupant a hurried feeling is
low even when the termination operation and the start
operation are performed between curves. Thus, in this
case, the side support parts 55 are moved from the hold
position to the open position, and then, moved from the
open position to the hold position.
[0048] On the other hand, if the required time Tr is less
than the total time Tt, the possibility that gives the occu-
pant a hurried feeling is high if successively performing
the termination operation and the start operation between
curves, or it is even possible that the termination opera-
tion and the start operation do not complete between
curves. Consequently, in this case, the side support parts
55 are maintained at the hold position.

Processing order

[0049] Next, a processing order of side support adjust-
ment processing is described with reference to FIGS. 5
to 11.
[0050] First, as shown in FIG. 5, the navigation unit 10
determines whether or not to start the side support ad-
justment processing (Step S1). A trigger to start the side
support adjustment processing is not specifically limited.
It can be determined to start the side support adjustment
processing, for example, when an ignition switch has
turned on, when a switch SW (refer to FIG. 1) or the like
has been operated, when the vehicle position is located
at an area with a lot of curves such as a mountain area
based on the map drawing data 17 and the like, or when
a destination has been set.
[0051] When it has been determined to start the side
support adjustment processing (Step S1: YES), it is de-
termined whether or not the vehicle position is matched
onto a road represented by the road shape data (Step
S2). If not matched (Step S2: NO), the procedure goes
to Step S14 and it is determined whether or not to termi-
nate the side support adjustment processing. A trigger
to terminate the side support adjustment processing is
not specifically limited. It can be determined to terminate
the side support adjustment processing, for example,
when the ignition switch has turned off, when a prede-
termined switch SW or the like has been operated, when
the vehicle position has gone off the area with a lot of
curves such as a mountain area based on the map draw-
ing data 17 and the like, or when the destination has been
arrived.
[0052] If it has been determined that the vehicle posi-
tion is matched (Step S2: YES), mark points ahead ac-
quisition processing is performed (Step S3). Mark points
include a start mark point Ps to start the start operation
and an end mark point Pe to start the termination oper-
ation. In the mark points ahead acquisition processing,
start mark points Ps and end mark points Pe in a prede-

termined range ahead of the vehicle are acquired.
[0053] Specifically, a road shape, which is based on
the road shape data, in a predetermined range ahead of
the vehicle position with respect to the travel direction is
acquired. In the present embodiment, the predetermined
range is a distance from a point by a predetermined dis-
tance L1 ahead of the vehicle position to a point by a
predetermined distance L2 (for example, 500m) ahead.
The predetermined distance L1 is set to a distance equal
to or more than the distance (V· (Ts + Tk) acquired by
multiplying a time Ts + Tk, which is acquired by adding
the start operation time Ts and the termination operation
time Te, by a vehicle speed V of when the processing is
being performed (i.e., L1AV· (Ts + Tk)).
[0054] For example, as shown in a diagram of FIG. 7,
when a road shape S is acquired, the road shape S is
converted to a curvature variation line C representing a
change of a curvature radius R. The curvature variation
line C shown in FIG. 7 indicates a section from a curve
entrance PIN where the curvature radius has become
equal to or less than a predetermined value to a curve
exit POUT where the curvature radius starts to be equal
to or more than a predetermined value. A section where
the curvature radius is extremely large such as a straight
section where the curvature radius becomes infinite is
not included.
[0055] In addition, the curvature variation line C is con-
verted to a lateral acceleration curve A representing a
change of a lateral acceleration Gl with use of a formula
such as G = V2 / R (G: Acceleration in a distal direction,
V: Vehicle speed, R: Curvature radius). The vehicle
speed V is the speed of the vehicle of when the process-
ing is being performed.
[0056] When the lateral acceleration curve A is ac-
quired, all start points Gl1 where the lateral acceleration
Gl starts to be equal to or more than a first threshold
value Gth1 (a first reference value), which is a reference
to start supporting by the side support parts 55, are de-
tected on the lateral acceleration curve A. For example,
on the lateral acceleration curve A representing a change
of the lateral acceleration Gl in the above-mentioned pre-
determined range, the points where the lateral acceler-
ation Gl becomes the first threshold value Gth1 are de-
tected, and the change volume of the lateral acceleration
Gl from the respective points to points shifted to a direc-
tion going away from the vehicle position with respect to
the travel direction is acquired. And, points where the
change volume of the lateral acceleration Gl starts to
increase are determined as the start points Gl1. The first
threshold value Gth1 is set to a lateral acceleration at
which the occupant starts to notice centrifugal force such
as 1.5G.
[0057] When all start points Gl1 on the lateral acceler-
ation curve A are acquired, all start mark points Ps cor-
responding to the respective start points Gl1 as a refer-
ence are determined. For example, a distance L3 is ac-
quired by multiplying the start operation time Ts by the
vehicle speed V of when the processing is being per-
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formed (L3 = Ts· V), and points by the distance L3 moved
from the start points Gl1 in a direction opposite to the
travel direction, i.e., in a direction approaching the current
vehicle position is set as the start mark points Ps. Thus,
if the start operation is started at a time when the vehicle
has arrived at the start mark points Ps, the side support
parts 55 can be arranged at the hold position at just the
moment when the lateral acceleration Gl becomes equal
to or more than the first threshold value Gth1. The start
mark point Ps is calculated based on the lateral acceler-
ation predicted according to the road shape; therefore,
the start mark point Ps is not always the same position
as the curve entrance PIN. In this manner, when all of n
start mark points Ps1, Ps2, ... Ps (n) are determined for
the respective start points Gl1, the coordinates of the
respective start mark points are stored in a sequence
order according to the travel direction in the RAM 12. In
addition, if any curve is not detected in the predetermined
range, the start mark point Ps is not determined.
[0058] The navigation unit 10 detects start points Gl2
where the lateral acceleration Gl starts to be equal to or
less than a second threshold value Gth2 (a second ref-
erence value), which is a reference to terminate control.
The second threshold value Gth2 is set to a value equal
to or more than the first threshold value Gth1 such as
2.0G.
[0059] When all start points Gl2 on the lateral acceler-
ation curve A are acquired, all of the respective start
points Gl2 are determined as the end mark points Pe. In
this manner, n end mark points Pe1, Pe2... Pe (n) are
acquired, and the coordinates of the end mark points Pe
are stored in the order according to the travel direction
in the RAM 12.
[0060] In acquiring the road shape, if the coordinate of
each point set on a road at regular intervals have been
acquired, the curvature radius R at each point may be
calculated and the lateral acceleration Gl of each point
may be calculated based on the curvature radius R and
the vehicle speed V of when the processing is being per-
formed. Then, based on the lateral acceleration Gl, the
coordinates of the start mark points Ps and the end mark
points Pe may be acquired in the same procedure as
described above.
[0061] In this manner, when the mark points ahead of
the vehicle are acquired, the procedure goes to Step S4,
and the control mode is determined. As shown in FIG. 8,
when the vehicle position is located at a before-curve
position PC1 before entering the first curve ahead of the
vehicle, the control mode is determined as the stand-by
mode and the processing of a control start determination
is performed (Step S5).

(Control start determination)

[0062] The control start determination is described
with reference to FIG. 6. First, the navigation unit 10 ac-
quires the respective start mark points Ps acquired at
Step S3 and stored in the RAM 12 (Step S5-1), and de-

termines whether or not the start mark point Ps1 in the
predetermined distance L1 exists among the acquired
respective start mark points Ps. (Step S5-2).
[0063] For example, when any curve does not exist in
the predetermined range ahead of the vehicle and it is
determined that the start mark point Ps1 in the predeter-
mined distance L1 ahead of the vehicle does not exist
(Step S5-2: NO), the control start determination is termi-
nated and the procedure goes to Step S14 shown in FIG.
5.
[0064] When a curve exists in the predetermined range
ahead of the vehicle and it is determined that the start
mark point Ps1 in the predetermined distance L1 ahead
of the vehicle exists (Step S5-2: YES), if the start mark
point Ps1 is located in a predetermined distance L4 from
the vehicle position, such start mark point Ps1 is deter-
mined as a start target point PS representing a closest
point that is target for performing the start operation (Step
S5-3).
[0065] When the start target point PS is determined,
the end mark point Pe1 that is located next to the start
target point PS is acquired (Step S5-4). Further, the ac-
quired end mark point Pe1 is determined as an end target
point PE (Step S5-5). The end target point PE is a closest
point that is target for performing the termination opera-
tion.
[0066] When the end target point PE is determined,
the control mode transits from the stand-by mode to the
hold mode (Step S5-6). In addition, a start flag stored in
the RAM 12 or the like is set to "ON" (Step S5-7). The
start flag is a flag for transiting from the hold mode to the
operation mode and set to "ON" before passing the start
target point PS.
[0067] In this manner, when transiting to the hold
mode, the procedure goes to Step S14 shown in FIG. 5
and it is determined whether or not to terminate the side
support adjustment processing. When it is determined
not to terminate the side support adjustment processing
(Step S14: NO), the procedure returns to Step S2. The
side support adjustment processing is repeated every
several ten milliseconds to several hundred milliseconds.
Therefore, a vehicle V1 is still at the before-curve position
PC1 that is in front of the start mark point Ps1 at this
moment.
[0068] After the control mode has set to the hold mode,
Steps S2 to S4 are performed. When it is determined the
control mode is the hold mode, the procedure goes to
Step S6. At Step S6, it is determined whether or not the
start flag is "ON". When it is determined that the start flag
is "ON" (Step S6: YES), the procedure goes to Step S7.
When it is determined that the start flag is "OFF" (Step
S6: NO), the procedure goes to Step S10, which is de-
scribed later.
[0069] At Step S7, it is determined whether or not the
vehicle has arrived at the start target point PS. If the ve-
hicle is located before the start target point PS set at Step
S5-3, it is determined that the vehicle has not arrived at
the start target point PS (Step S7: NO). Then, the proce-
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dure goes to Step S14. Consequently, until the vehicle
arrives at the start target point PS since the start flag has
been set to "ON", the control mode is repeatedly deter-
mined and maintained in the hold mode.
[0070] When the vehicle arrives at the start target point
PS (Step S7:YES), firstly, the start flag is changed from
"ON" to "OFF". Then, the control mode transits from the
hold mode to the operation mode (Step S8). When tran-
siting to the operation mode, the navigation unit 10 trans-
mits to the seat ECU 31 the flag indicating the operation
mode set to "ON". When receiving the flag, the seat ECU
31 drives the actuator 36 to start moving the side support
parts 55 from the open position to the hold position.
[0071] In this manner, when transiting to the operation
mode, the procedure goes to Step S14 shown in FIG. 5
and it is determined whether or not to terminate the side
support adjustment processing. When it is determined
not to terminate the side support adjustment processing
(Step S14: NO), the procedure returns to Step S2.
[0072] Then, Steps S2 to S4 are performed again.
When it is determined that the control mode is the oper-
ation mode at Step S4, a control termination determina-
tion is performed (Step S9).

(Control termination determination)

[0073] The control termination determination is de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 10. The control termination
determination is performed after the vehicle V1 has
passed the start target point PS (the start mark point Ps1),
and the vehicle V1 is located at a position PC2 in the
curve of the first curve (refer to FIG. 8). The navigation
unit 10 determines whether or not the next start mark
point Ps2 exists based on the mark points acquired at
Step S3 (Step S9-1). "The next start mark point Ps2" at
this step is the start mark point Ps2 that is located next
to the start mark point Ps1, which has been determined
as the start target point PS, among the previously-deter-
mined start mark points, and a mark point that is located
next to the end target point PE (the end mark point Pe1).
[0074] First, a case where the vehicle is traveling along
a single curve section that does not include consecutive
curves is described. If there is not a curve next to the
curve where the vehicle is traveling in the predetermined
range ahead of the vehicle, it is determined that the next
start mark point Ps2 does not exist (Step S9-1: NO), and
the control mode transits from the operation mode to the
hold mode (Step S9-6). When transiting to the hold mode,
an end flag is set to "ON" (Step S9-7). The end flag is
set to "ON" after passing the start target point PS before
arriving at the end target point PE. The end flag is a flag
for transiting from the hold mode to the stand-by mode.
When the end flag is set to "ON", the procedure goes to
Step S14 shown in FIG. 5. When it is determined not to
terminate the side support adjustment processing at Step
S14 (Step S14: NO), Steps S2 to S4 are performed and
the procedure goes to Step S6 because the control mode
is hold mode. At Step S6, the start flag is "OFF" (Step

S6: NO); therefore, the procedure goes to Step S10 and
it is determined whether or not the end flag is "ON". When
it is determined that the end flag is "ON" (Step S10: YES),
it is determined whether or not the vehicle has arrived at
the end target point PE that is being set at the moment
(Step S11).
[0075] If the vehicle has not arrived at the end target
point PE (Step S11: NO), the procedure goes to Step
S14. Until the vehicle arrives at the end target point PE,
the control mode is maintained in the hold mode and the
determination of the control mode is repeated. When it
is determined that the vehicle has arrived at the end target
point PE (Step S11: YES), firstly, the end flag is set to
"OFF". Then, the control mode transits from the hold
mode to the stand-by mode, and the flag indicating the
hold mode set to "OFF" is transmitted to the seat ECU
31. When receiving the flag, the seat ECU 31 drives the
actuator 36 to start moving the side support parts 55 from
the hold position to the open position (Step S12). Then,
variables such as the start target point PS and the end
target point PE are reset (Step S13).
[0076] FIGS. 9A, 9B and 9C show a relation between
position changes of the side support parts 55 and the
control mode in the case of traveling along the single
curve section. When the actuator 36 starts driving at a
time T1 when the vehicle has arrived at the start target
point PS and the control mode has changed from the
hold mode to the operation mode as shown in FIG. 9A,
an operation volume from the open position of the side
support parts 55 gradually increases toward the hold po-
sition as shown in FIG. 9B. The operation volume of the
side support parts 55 increases as the distance between
the inner surfaces 55A of the side support parts 55 de-
creases.
[0077] At a time T2 when the start operation time Ts
has passed from the time T1 when the actuator 36 started
driving, the lateral acceleration Gl reaches the first
threshold value Gth1 as shown in FIG. 9C, and the side
support parts 55 are adjusted at the hold position and
fitted with the upper body of the occupant as shown in
FIG. 9B. Therefore, it is possible to support the occupant
from both sides when the lateral acceleration Gl has
reached the first threshold value Gth1.
[0078] Further, as it is detected that the next start mark
point Ps2 does not exist at the above Step S9-1 imme-
diately after the control mode has been set to the oper-
ation mode, the control mode is changed from the oper-
ation mode to the hold mode as shown in FIG. 9A. In this
hold mode, the side support parts 55 are moved to and
arranged at the hold position as shown in FIG. 9B.
[0079] Then, at a time T3 when the vehicle arrived at
the end target point PE, the control mode is set to the
stand-by mode as shown in FIG. 9A, and the actuator 36
starts driving in a direction opposite to that of the start
operation. The side support parts 55 start to move from
the hold position to the open position and the operation
volume gradually decreases as shown in FIG. 9B. At a
time T4 when the termination operation time Te has
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passed from the time T3, the side support parts 55 are
arranged at the open position.
[0080] Next, the control termination determination
when the vehicle is traveling along a complex curve sec-
tion that includes consecutive curves is described. At this
moment, the vehicle is positioned at in-curve position
PC2.
At Step S9-1, when it is determined that the next start
mark point Ps2 exists (Step S9-1: YES), a distance Les
between the end target point PE and the start point Gl1
corresponding to the next start mark point Ps (n) that was
detected at Step S9-1 is calculated (Step S9-2). "n" of
"the start mark point Ps (n)" indicates the sequence order
in the travel direction of the respective start mark points
acquired at Step S3. For example, if the start mark point
acquired secondly has been detected, "n" is "2".
[0081] In calculating the distance Les, the distance Les
between the end target point PE (the end mark point Pe1)
for a first curve 101 and the second start point Gl1 is
calculated based on the road shape S acquired at Step
S2. Further, the acquired distance Les is divided by the
vehicle speed V of when the processing is being per-
formed to predict the required time Tr to travel between
the curves (Step S9-3).
[0082] When the required time Tr is predicted, the start
operation time Ts, the termination operation time Te, and
the operation interval time Tk are acquired from the side
support information storage part 19 (Step S9-4). Further,
it is determined whether or not the required time Tr cal-
culated at Step S9-3 is less than a total time of the start
operation time Ts, the termination operation time Te, and
operation interval time Tk (Step S9-5).
[0083] For example, if the distance Les representing
the distance of between the consecutive curves is long,
or if it is predicted that the speed of the vehicle traveling
between the curves is low, the required time Tr is likely
to be longer than the above total time. If the required time
Tr is equal to or more than the above total time (Step
S9-5: NO), it is predicted not to give the occupant a hur-
ried feeling even when the termination operation and the
start operation are performed between the curves. There-
fore, the control mode transits from the operation mode
to the hold mode (Step S9-6), the end flag is set to "ON"
(Step S9-7) and the procedure goes to Step S14 shown
in FIG. 5. When it is determined not to terminate the sup-
port adjustment processing (Step S14: NO), Steps S2-4
are repeated. At Step S4, it is determined that the control
mode is the hold mode, the procedure goes to S6. At
Step S6, it is determined that the start flag is "OFF" (Step
S6: NO) and the procedure goes to Step S10. At Step
S10, it is determined that the end flag is "ON" (Step S10:
YES) and the procedure goes to Step S11. Then, when
the vehicle arrives at the end target point PE (Step S11:
YES), the control mode transits to the stand-by mode
(Step S12), and the variables are reset (Step S13).
[0084] In this manner, when it is determined that the
required time Tr to travel between curves is equal to or
more than the above total time, at least the start operation

time and the termination operation time of the side sup-
port parts 55 are secured. Consequently, even when the
start operation and the termination operation are per-
formed, it is possible to inhibit cases where the termina-
tion operation is discontinued and the start operation is
performed or where the side support parts 55 are not
being arranged at the hold position although the start
point Gl1 for the next curve was arrived. In addition, by
including the operation interval time Tk set by the occu-
pant in the above total time, it is possible not to give the
occupant the hurried feeling by the operation of the side
support parts 55.
[0085] On the other hand, at Step S9-5, if the required
time Tr is less than the total time of the start operation
time Ts, the termination operation time Te, and the op-
eration interval time Tk (Step S9-5: YES), the operation
mode is maintained (Step S9-8). That is, if the required
time Tr is less than the above total time, it is highly likely
to give the occupant a hurried feeling. Further, there is a
possibility that the start operation of the side support parts
55 does not start when arriving the next start mark point
Ps2. Consequently, in such case, the operation mode is
kept between curves and the side support parts 55 are
maintained at the hold position.
[0086] When it is determined that the operation mode
is maintained in such manner, the procedure goes to Step
S9-9 and an arrival at the end target point PE is waited.
When the end target point PE was arrived (Step S9-9),
the start target point PS and the end target point PE at
that moment are reset and the start target point PS and
the end target point PE for a neighboring curve located
ahead in the travel direction are set. For example, in set-
ting the start target point PS and the end target point PE
for the second curve, the coordinate of the next start mark
point Ps2 detected at Step S9-1 is stored as the start
target point PS. In addition, the coordinate of the end
mark point Pe2 corresponding to the start mark point Ps2
is stored as the end target point PE.
[0087] When the start target point PS and the end tar-
get point PE have been set for the above neighboring
curve, the control termination determination is performed
again because the operation mode is maintained. At Step
S9-1, it is determined whether or not the next start mark
point Ps3 for the third curve exists. If the third curve does
not exist and the next start mark point Ps3 is not detected
(Step S9-1: NO), the control mode transits from the op-
eration mode to the hold mode (Step S9-6) and the end
flag is set to "ON" (Step S9-7). And, at Step S11 shown
in FIG. 5, when it is determined that the end target point
PE was arrived (Step S11: YES), the control mode tran-
sits from the hold mode to the stand-by mode (Step S12),
and the variables are reset (Step S13).
[0088] On the other hand, at Step S9-1, if the third
curve exists and the next start mark point Ps3 has been
detected (Step S9-1: YES), the same processing as the
control termination determination for the above second
curve is performed. Thereafter, the control termination
determination is repeated as long as curves continue.
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[0089] FIGS. 11A, 11B and 11C show a relation be-
tween position changes of the side support parts 55 and
the control mode in a case where two curves continue.
As shown in FIG. 11A, at the time T1 when the start mark
point Ps1 for the first curve has been passed, the control
mode transits from the hold mode to the operation mode.
And, the operation mode is maintained till immediately
after the time T3 when the end mark point Pe1 for the
first curve was arrived.
[0090] When the end mark point Pe1 for the first curve
was passed, the second start mark point Ps2 and the
end mark point Pe2 are set as the start target point PS
and the end target point PE and the presence or absence
of the start mark point Ps3 for the third curve is deter-
mined. When it is determined that the start mark point
Ps3 for the third curve does not exist, the control mode
transits from the operation mode to the hold mode as
shown in FIG. 11A. Then, the hold mode is maintained
till a time T7 when the end target mark point Pe2 for the
second curve was arrived. Further, after passing the time
T7 when the end mark point Pe2 for the second curve
was arrived, the control mode transits from the hold mode
to the stand-by mode.
[0091] As shown in FIG. 11B, when the control mode
transits from the hold mode to the operation mode at the
time T1, the operation volume of the side support parts
55 increases from the open position to the hold position.
At the time T2 when the start operation time Ts has
passed from the time T1, the side support parts 55 are
arranged at the hold position. Then, from the time T2
through to the time T7 when the control mode transits
from the hold mode to the stand-by mode, the side sup-
port parts 55 are maintained at the hold position. Then,
when the time T7 has passed, the side support parts 55
start to move from the hold position to the stand-by po-
sition. When the termination operation time Te has
passed from the time T7, the side support parts 55 are
arranged at the stand-by position.
[0092] If it is determined that the required time Tr to
travel between curves is less than the above total time,
the control mode is maintained in the operation mode to
keep the side support parts 55 arranged at the hold po-
sition. In this manner, it is possible not only to inhibit the
hurried feeling that is given by the operation of the side
support parts 55, but also to prevent a case where the
operation is discontinued or the start operation is not
started at the start mark point Ps. Consequently, the re-
liability and the usability of the device can be improved.
Further, for the above total time, the occupant can set
the operation interval time Tk; therefore, the operation
interval can be the one according to the occupant’s pref-
erence. Thus, it is possible to more surely inhibit the hur-
ried feeling that is given by the operation of the side sup-
port parts 55.
[0093] According to a first embodiment, the following
effects or the like can be produced.

(1) According to the above embodiment, the naviga-

tion unit 10 detects the first curve ahead of the vehicle
and the second curve following the first curve. If con-
secutive curves of the first curve and the second
curve exist, the required time Tr to travel between
the curves is predicted. Further, it is determined
whether or not the required time Tr is less than the
total time of the start operation time, the termination
operation time, and the operation interval time Tk. If
the required time Tr is less than the total time, the
side support parts 55 arranged at the hold position
for the first curve are maintained at the hold position
between the first curve and the second curve. There-
fore, if the time taken to travel between curves is
short, by maintaining the side support parts 55 at the
hold position between the curves, it is possible to
inhibit the hurried feeling that is given by the opera-
tion of the side support parts 55. In addition, it is
possible to surely arrange the side support parts 55
at the hold position at a moment when the side sup-
port parts 55 should be arranged at the hold position.
Consequently, the usability of the seat control sys-
tem 1 can be enhanced.

[0094] (2) According to the above embodiment, the
navigation unit 10 acquires the operation interval time 20
that was previously set by the occupant. In addition, it is
determined whether or not the required time Tr to travel
between curves is less than the total time including the
start operation time Ts, the termination operation time
Te, and the operation interval time Tk set by the occupant.
Consequently, the operation interval time Tk can be the
time according to the occupant’s preference; therefore,
it is possible to more surely inhibit the hurried feeling that
is given by the operation of the side support parts 55.
[0095] (3) According to the above embodiment, the
navigation unit 10 predicts the lateral acceleration Gl of
the vehicle of when traveling along the curves based on
the above road shape data and the like and determines
the start mark points Ps to start driving the side support
parts 55 based on the start points where the lateral ac-
celeration Gl becomes equal to or more than the first
threshold value Gth1. In addition, the navigation unit 10
determines the end mark points Pe to terminate driving
the side support parts 55 based on the start points where
the lateral acceleration Gl becomes equal to or less than
the second threshold value Gth2. The distance Les be-
tween the end mark point Pe for the first curve and the
start point Gl1 for the second curve is acquired, and the
required time Tr is calculated based on the distance Les
and the vehicle speed. In this manner, the required time
Tr can be calculated more accurately; therefore, the re-
liability of the device can be further improved. In addition,
as the start mark points Ps and the end mark points Pe
are calculated based on the road shape data, the start
operation starts for example before the start point Gl1 at
which the occupant starts to notice the lateral accelera-
tion (the centrifugal force), and the side support parts 55
can be arranged at the hold position when the lateral
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acceleration Gl has become the first threshold value
Gth1. Consequently, the side support parts 55 can be
arranged at the hold position with right timing.

(Second embodiment)

[0096] Next, a second embodiment is described. In the
present embodiment, only a part of the processing of the
first embodiment is changed. Therefore, detailed expla-
nation for the other parts is omitted.
[0097] In the second embodiment, the operation inter-
val time Tk is set according to a gradient and an accel-
eration/deceleration.
If the operation interval time Tk is set according to the
gradient, for example, the operation interval time 20
stored in the side support information storage part 19 is
utilized as a reference time and the reference time is
corrected according to the gradient. In this case, the nav-
igation unit 10 acquires gradient information correspond-
ing to a section between curves ahead (a between-
curves section) from the map drawing data 17 or the like.
The gradient information indicates presence or absence
of an up-grade and a down-grade, an altitude, an actual
gradient value, or the like. Further, based on a previously-
stored gradient-coefficient map, a coefficient K1 corre-
sponding to the acquired gradient information is ac-
quired. In the gradient-coefficient map, a positive coeffi-
cient that is less than "1" (for example, 0.8) is set for the
up-grade and a positive coefficient that is equal to or more
than "1" (for example, 1.5) is set for the down-grade. If
the gradient information includes small and large of a
gradient for the up-grade, the coefficient K1 is set smaller
as the gradient increases.
[0098] In addition, the navigation unit 10 reads out the
operation interval time 20 stored in the side support in-
formation storage part 19. By multiplying a reference time
Tst that the operation interval time 20 indicates by the
acquired coefficient K1, the operation interval time Tk is
calculated (Tk=K1· Tst). As a result, the operation interval
time Tk is corrected to be short for the up-grade. That is,
in the case of the up-grade, the speed is likely to de-
crease. If the speed decreases, it is predicted that ne-
cessity of holding by the side support parts 55 decreases;
therefore, the operation interval time Tk can be set short.
On the other hand, the operation interval time Tk is cor-
rected to be long for the down-grade. That is, if the speed
is likely to increase at the down-grade, it is predicted that
the necessity of holding by the side support parts 55 in-
creases; therefore, the operation interval time Tk is set
long to maximize the possibility that the side support parts
55 are maintained at the hold position.
[0099] Or, as a method to set the operation interval
time Tk according to the gradient, the operation interval
time Tk may be directly acquired using a gradient-oper-
ation interval map based on the acquired gradient infor-
mation. In the gradient-operation interval map, the gra-
dient and the operation interval time Tk are associated
and set. A short operation interval time Tk is set for the

up-grade compared to the down-grade. A long operation
interval time Tk is set for the down-grade compared to
the up-grade.
[0100] In addition, if the operation interval time Tk is
set according to the acceleration/deceleration, in the
same manner as the operation interval time Tk is set
according to the gradient, the operation interval time 20
stored in the side support information storage part 19 is
utilized as a reference time and the reference time is
corrected according to the acceleration/deceleration. For
example, the acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle of
when traveling along the first curve is detected, and a
coefficient K2 corresponding to the acceleration/decel-
eration is acquired based on a previously-stored accel-
eration/deceleration-coefficient map. In the acceleration/
deceleration-coefficient map, a positive coefficient that
is less than "1" (for example, 0.8) is set for the deceler-
ation and a positive coefficient that is equal to or more
than "1" (for example, 1.5) is set for the acceleration. The
coefficient K2 is set larger as the acceleration increases.
[0101] The navigation unit 10 reads out the operation
interval time 20 stored in the side support information
storage part 19. By multiplying the reference time Tst that
the operation interval time 20 indicates by the acquired
coefficient K2, the operation interval time Tk is calculated
(i.e., Tk=K2· Tst). As a result, the operation interval time
Tk is corrected to be short at the deceleration. That is, if
the speed is likely to decrease, the necessity of holding
by the side support parts 55 is likely to decrease; there-
fore, the operation interval time Tk can be set short. On
the other hand, the operation interval time Tk is corrected
to be long at the acceleration; therefore, if the speed is
likely to increase, the operation interval time Tk is set
long to maximize the possibility that the side support parts
55 are maintained at the hold position.
[0102] Or, as a method to set the operation interval
time Tk according to the acceleration/deceleration, the
operation interval time Tk may be directly acquired using
an acceleration/deceleration-operation interval map
based on the acquired acceleration/deceleration. In the
acceleration/deceleration-operation interval map, the ac-
celeration/deceleration and the operation interval time
Tk are associated and set. A short operation interval time
Tk is set for the deceleration compared to the accelera-
tion. A long operation interval time Tk is set for the ac-
celeration compared to the deceleration.
[0103] According to the second embodiment, the fol-
lowing effects and the like are produced in addition to the
effects of (1) to (3) of the first embodiment.

(4) In the second embodiment, the operation interval
time Tk is set according to the gradient information
corresponding to the between-curves section and it
is determined whether or not the required time Tr is
less than the predetermined time including the start
operation time, the termination operation time, and
the operation interval time. Consequently, the oper-
ation interval time Tk can be the time according to
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the gradient; therefore, it is possible to more surely
inhibit the hurried feeling that is given by the opera-
tion of the side support parts 55.

[0104] (5) In the second embodiment, the operation
interval time Tk is set according to the acceleration/de-
celeration predicted in the between-curves section and
it is determined whether or not the required time Tr is
less than the predetermined time including the start op-
eration time, the termination operation time, and the op-
eration interval time Tk. Consequently, the operation in-
terval time Tk can be the time according to the acceler-
ation/deceleration; therefore, it is possible to more surely
inhibit the hurried feeling that is given by the operation
of the side support parts 55.

(Third embodiment)

[0105] Next, a third embodiment is described. In the
present embodiment, only a part of the processing of the
first embodiment and the second embodiment is
changed. Therefore, detailed explanation for the other
parts is omitted.
[0106] In the present embodiment, without using the
above start operation time 21 and the termination oper-
ation time 22 set to constant values, the start operation
time Ts and the termination operation time Te are calcu-
lated by dividing a support stroke by a movement speed
of the side support parts 55. The support stroke repre-
sents a movement volume (a movement distance) of the
side support parts 55.
[0107] In addition, in the present embodiment, the hold
position where the side support parts 55 are arranged is
changed according to the lateral acceleration predicted
for a curve ahead. If the predicted lateral acceleration is
large, the support force of the side support parts 55 is
enlarged to strongly support the upper body of the occu-
pant. If the predicted lateral acceleration is small, the
support force of the side support parts 55 is reduced.
[0108] Further, in the present embodiment, the occu-
pant can set the open position (an initial position) of the
side support parts 55. The open position that the occu-
pant can set is a position included in a range from a max-
imum open position that is far external side to an arbitrary
position contacting the upper body of the occupant.
[0109] In this case, the position of the side support
parts 55 of when traveling along the first curve depends
on the curvature radius of the curve. Consequently, in
calculating the termination operation time Te, a support
stroke ST from the hold position (the action position) of
the side support parts 55 for the first curve to the open
position set by the occupant is acquired as follows.
[0110] Support stroke ST = Current hold position -
Open position set by occupant
Next, the movement speed of the side support parts 55
Vss is acquired. The speed of the side support parts 55
Vss is acquired with a reference actuator speed Vac and
a voltage supply gain of the side support drive mecha-

nism 32 Gss.
[0111] Movement speed of side support parts Vss =
Actuator speed Vac Voltage supply gain Gss
Further, the termination operation time Te is acquired by
dividing the support stroke ST by the movement speed
of the side support parts 55 Vss.
[0112] Termination operation time Te = Support stroke
ST / Movement speed of side support parts Vss
In addition, in calculating the start operation time Ts, the
target hold position (the action position) of the side sup-
port parts 55 for the second curve is calculated and the
support stroke ST when moving from the open position
to the target position is calculated.
[0113] Support stroke ST = Target hold position -Open
position set by occupant
Further, the start operation time Ts is calculated by di-
viding the support stroke ST by the movement speed of
the side support parts 55 Vss.
[0114] Start operation time Ts = Support stroke ST for
next curve / Movement speed Vss
By making the start operation time Ts and the termination
operation time Te changeable in this manner, even when
the side support drive mechanism 32 that can arrange
the hold position of the side support parts 55 at a plurality
of positions is utilized, it is possible to inhibit the hurried
feeling that is given by the operation of the side support
parts 55. In addition, it is possible to surely arrange the
side support parts 55 at the hold position just when the
side support parts 55 should be arranged at the hold po-
sition. Consequently, the usability of the seat control sys-
tem 1 can be enhanced.
[0115] According to the third embodiment, the follow-
ing effects and the like are produced in addition to the
effects of (1) to (3) of the first embodiment.

(6) In the third embodiment, the hold position of the
side support parts 55 for each curve ahead is calcu-
lated. In addition, the termination operation time Te
is set as the time from the hold position of the side
support parts 55 set for the first curve to the open
position set by the occupant. The start operation time
Ts is set as the time from such open position to the
hold position of the side support parts 55 set for the
second curve. Therefore, for example, even for the
side support drive mechanism 32 that changes the
hold position according to the curve, it is possible to
properly calculate the termination operation time Te
and the start operation time Ts according to the con-
ditions at that moment.

[0116] In addition, the above respective embodiments
may be changed as follows. -In the above respective em-
bodiments, the curves in the predetermined range ahead
of the vehicle are detected. However, if the destination
is set, the curves on the route from the current position
to the destination may be detected.
[0117] -In the above respective embodiments, the start
mark point and the end mark point are determined by
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converting the road shape S to the curvature variation
line C and the curvature variation line C to the lateral
acceleration curve A. However, methods other than the
above may be utilized. For example, based on the road
shape data, the curvature radius may be calculated to-
wards shape interpolating points (or nodes) ahead of the
vehicle, the lateral acceleration may be calculated ac-
cording to the curvature radius, and it may be determined
whether or not the lateral acceleration corresponds to
the start mark point or the end mark point.
[0118] -In the above respective embodiments, the re-
quired time Tr is calculated by dividing the distance Les
between the end mark point for the first curve and the
start point Gl1 for the second curve by the vehicle speed
V. However, the required time may be calculated in an-
other method. For example, the required time may be
calculated using a legal speed or a design speed included
in the road network data 16. Or, the required time Tr may
be calculated by referring to a table in which the distance
and the required time are associated.
[0119] -In the above respective embodiments, whether
or not to maintain the side support parts 55 at the hold
position is determined by whether or not the required time
Tr of when traveling between curves is less than the total
time Tt acquired by adding the start operation time Ts,
the termination operation time Te, and the operation in-
terval time Tk. Or, it may be determined whether or not
the required time Tr is equal to or more than a total time
of the start operation time Ts, the termination operation
time Te, and the operation interval time Tk. In this man-
ner, it is possible to inhibit a case in which the start op-
eration does not start when the start target point PS has
been arrived.
[0120] -In the first embodiment and the second em-
bodiment, the side support parts 55 are arranged at the
hold position or the open position. However, the hold po-
sition may be changeable according to the curvature ra-
dius of the curve or the like. For example, if the curvature
radius of the curve is relatively small, the hold position is
set to the position at which a large support force can be
provided. If the curvature radius of the curve is relatively
large, the hold position is set to the position at which a
small support force can be provided. When it is deter-
mined to move the side support parts 55 from the hold
position between curves, the side support parts 55 may
be arranged not at the position at which the opening be-
comes the largest but between the position at which the
opening becomes the largest and the hold position. Or,
when it is determined to move the side support parts 55
from the hold position between curves, the position of
the side support parts 55 may be changed according to
the required time Tr. For example, if the required time Tr
is relatively long, the side support parts 55 are arranged
at the position at which the opening is large. In this man-
ner, it is also possible to inhibit the hurried feeling that is
given to the occupant.
[0121] -In the second embodiment, the operation in-
terval time Tk is set according to the gradient information

or the acceleration/deceleration. However, the operation
interval time Tk may be set according to both the gradient
information and the acceleration/deceleration. For exam-
ple, the operation interval time Tk may be calculated by
multiplying the reference time Tst by the coefficient K1
based on the gradient information and the coefficient K2
based on the acceleration/deceleration (Tk = K2 · K1 ·
Tst). Or, the coefficient corresponding to the gradient and
the acceleration/deceleration may be acquired based on
a previously stored gradient-acceleration/deceleration-
coefficient map and multiplied by the reference time Tst.
In this manner, it is also possible to properly set the op-
eration interval time Tk.
[0122] While various features have been described in
conjunction with the examples outlined above, various
alternatives, modifications, variations, and/or improve-
ments of those features and/or examples may be possi-
ble. Accordingly, the examples, as set forth above, are
intended to be illustrative. Various changes may be made
without departing from the broad spirit and scope of the
underlying principles.
It is explicitly stated that all features disclosed in the de-
scription and/or the claims are intended to be disclosed
separately and independently from each other for the pur-
pose of original disclosure as well as for the purpose of
restricting the claimed invention independent of the com-
position of the features in the embodiments and/or the
claims. It is explicitly stated that all value ranges or indi-
cations of groups of entities disclose every possible in-
termediate value or intermediate entity for the purpose
of original disclosure as well as for the purpose of re-
stricting the claimed invention, in particular as limits of
value ranges.

Claims

1. A seat control device for controlling a seat drive
mechanism (32), the seat drive mechanism (32) driv-
ing side support parts (55) of a seat (50), comprising:

a curve detection unit (10) that is adapted to de-
tect a first curve ahead of a vehicle (V1) and a
second curve located ahead of the first curve
with respect to a travel direction;
a between-curves time prediction unit (10) that
is adapted to predict a between-curves time (Tr)
required to travel between the first curve and the
second curve;
a between-curves time determination unit (10)
that is adapted to determine whether or not the
between-curves time (Tr) is less than a prede-
termined time (Tt) including at least an operation
necessary time (Ts, Te, 21, 22) that the side
support parts (55) operate; and
a seat control unit (10) that is adapted to control
the seat drive mechanism (32) to arrange the
side support parts (55) at an action position (H)
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to support a body of an occupant for the first
curve, wherein
the seat control unit (10), if the between-curves
time (Tr) is less than the predetermined time (Tt),
is adapted to maintain the side support parts
(55), which were arranged at the action position
(H) for the first curve, at the action position (H)
between the first curve and the second curve.

2. The seat control device according to claim 1, further
comprising
an operation interval time acquisition unit (10) that
is adapted to acquire an operation interval time (Tk,
20) previously-set by the occupant, wherein
the between-curves time determination unit (10) is
adapted to determine whether or not the between-
curves time (Tr) is less than the predetermined time
(Tt) including the operation necessary time (Ts, Te,
21, 22) and the operation interval time (Tk, 20).

3. The seat control device according to claim 1 or 2,
further comprising:

a gradient information acquisition unit (10) that
is adapted to acquire gradient information relat-
ing to a gradient that corresponds to a between-
curves section between the first curve and the
second curve; and
an operation interval time acquisition unit (10)
that is adapted to acquire an operation interval
time (Tk, 20) set according to the gradient infor-
mation, wherein
the between-curves time determination unit (10)
is adapted to determine whether or not the be-
tween-curves time (Tr) is less than the prede-
termined time (Tt) including the operation nec-
essary time (Ts, Te, 21, 22) and the operation
interval time (Tk, 20) set according to the gradi-
ent information.

4. The seat control device according to claim 1 to 2,
further comprising:

an acceleration/deceleration acquisition unit
(10) that is adapted to acquire an acceleration/
deceleration predicted in a between-curves sec-
tion between the first curve and the second
curve; and
an operation interval time acquisition unit (10)
that is adapted to acquire an operation interval
time (Tk, 20) set according to the acceleration/
deceleration, wherein
the between-curves time determination unit (10)
is adapted to determine whether or not the be-
tween-curves time (Tr) is less than the prede-
termined time (Tt) including the operation nec-
essary time (Ts, Te, 21, 22) and the operation
interval time (Tk, 20) set according to the accel-

eration/deceleration.

5. The seat control device according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, further comprising
a mark point setting unit (10) that is adapted to predict
a lateral acceleration of the vehicle (V1) of when
traveling along a curve based on road information,
is adapted to determine a start mark point (Ps) to
start driving the side support parts (55) toward the
action position (H) based on a start point where the
lateral acceleration (Gl) becomes equal to or more
than a first reference value (Gth1) and determines
an end mark point (Pe) to start driving the side sup-
port parts (55) from the action position (H) based on
a start point where the lateral acceleration (Gl) be-
comes equal to or less than a second reference value
(Gth2), wherein
the between-curves time prediction unit (10) is
adapted to acquire a distance (Les) between the end
mark point (Pe) of the first curve and the start point
(Gl1) where the lateral acceleration of the second
curve becomes equal to or more than the first refer-
ence value (Gth1), and calculates the between-
curves time (Tr) based on the distance (Les) and a
vehicle speed (V).

6. The seat control device according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

an action position acquisition unit (10) that is
adapted to acquire the action position (H) of the
side support parts (55) set for a curve; and
an operation necessary time calculation unit
(10) that is adapted to calculate the operation
necessary time by adding a time (Te) required
to move between the action position (H) for the
first curve and an initial position of the side sup-
port parts (55) and a time (Ts) required to move
from the initial position to the action position (H)
for the second curve.

7. A seat control method using a control unit (10) for
controlling a seat drive mechanism (32), the seat
drive mechanism (32) driving side support parts (55)
of a seat (50), the seat control method comprises
the steps of:

detecting a first curve ahead of a vehicle (V1)
and a second curve located ahead of the first
curve with respect to a travel direction;
predicting a between-curves time (Tr) required
to travel between the first curve and the second
curve;
determining whether or not the between-curves
time (Tr) is less than a predetermined time (Tt)
including at least an operation necessary time
(Ts, Te, 21, 22) that the side support parts (55)
operate; and
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maintaining, when the side support parts (55)
were arranged at an action position (H) to sup-
port a body of an occupant for the first curve, if
the between-curves time (Tr) is less than the
predetermined time (Tt), the side support parts
(55) at the action position (H) between the first
curve and the second curve.

8. A seat control program using a control unit (10) for
controlling a seat drive mechanism (32), the seat
drive mechanism (32) driving side support parts (55)
of a seat (50), the seat control program comprises
program code which, when run on a computer caus-
es the computer to perform the steps of method claim
7.
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